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Abstract—In this paper we propose a belief propagation (BP)
based simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) approach
suitable for millimeter wave (mm-Wave) networks. This approach
leverages angle of arrival (AoA) and angle of departure (AoD)
information with respect to multiple scatterers. Considering mea-
surements from multiple base stations (BSs) and scatterers, seen
as multiple sources, we solve out the data association problem
from a centralized BP perspective, while jointly estimating the
positions of both the mobile and scatterers. Simulations show that
the proposed approach outperforms conventional distributed BS-
wise BP methods in terms of estimation accuracy.
Index Terms—SLAM, loopy belief propagation, data associa-
tion
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing traffic congestion in the microwave
frequency band, the interest has been burgeoning towards
exploring the yet underused large bandwidths available in
the millimeter band spanning from 30GHz to 300GHz [1].
However, at such high frequency, the transmission suffers from
high path loss, further signal attenuation caused by environ-
mental factors (e.g., rain, fog) and even more importantly,
high susceptibility to blockages [2], [3]. In order to combat
such effects, millimeter wave (mm-Wave) systems utilize a
large number of antennas to concentrate the signal power in a
particular direction with beamforming [4].
The advantages of exploiting a large bandwidth and a large
number of antennas at both transmitter and receiver however
are pertinent not only to mm-Wave communications but also
to localization [5]. These features allow for high temporal and
angular resolution, enabling accurate delay and angle (angle
of departure (AoD) and angle of arrival (AoA)) estimation.
In addition, the mm-Wave propagation channel is sparse by
nature meaning that there are only few multipath components.
Consequently, in mm-Wave system, it is possible to estimate
the delays, AoAs and AoDs of the main multipath components
[6]. Thus, one can leverage the location-dependent information
conveyed by each component to aid the localization process
[7]. Beyond, knowing the positions of the scatterers generating
these multipath contributions, in addition to localizing the user,
offers a unique opportunity to map the physical environment.
With regards to tracking the location dependent variables
of both line-of-sight (LOS) and non line of sight (NLOS)
components, the authors in [8] and [9] present an estimator,
exploiting the mm-Wave channel sparsity, relying on simul-
taneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) and support
detection (SD) algorithms. Similarly, the authors in [10] and
[11] present an algorithm for simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) based on the multiple location estimates
of the user and the scatterers at different time instances. In
[12], the authors present a message passing based solution
for estimating the position and orientation of the user and
position of the scattering point in both presence and absence
of LOS components. The authors show that even in the
absence of LOS path, the position of the scatterers can be
reliably estimated. Likewise, in [13], the authors provide a
belief propagation (BP) based approach to track features in
the environment in a dynamic vehicular scenario. The authors
in [14] propose a BP based algorithm to solve the data
association problem (associating measurements to the correct
source) and present a low complexity implementation of the
corresponding solver. Common to all methods that rely on
time-based measurements is the need for tight synchronization
[12], [15]. Localization using only angular information avoids
this bottleneck. Cooperative localization using only AoA in-
formation was proposed in [16]. Similarly, in [17], the authors
investigate indoor localization with only AoA measurements.
In this paper, we present a BP based SLAM approach in
order to jointly localize the user and the scatterers relying
only on angle measurements, without a-priori knowledge of
the positions of either the user or the scatterers. In the
process, we also solve the data association problem concerned
with the measurements and their corresponding sources1. The
processing is done in a centralized way without needing to
send the measurements to each base station (BS), in contrast
1The term ”source” can refer to either the user or the scatterers.
Fig. 1. Example system model with 3 BSs positioned at x1, x2 and x3 and
1 user positioned at s0 with orientation α along with two scatterers at s1
and s2 and the AoD and AoA of the LOS paths with respect to BS1.
to more conventional distributed BP approaches [13]. One
major motivation for adopting a centralized approach in the
very context lies in its lower communication overhead. The
distributed method indeed requires sharing of particle clouds
among the different BSs, while our method just requires
sharing of raw measurements and estimates.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a 2 dimensional (2D) scenario with N BSs and
a single user as illustrated in Fig. 1. The positions of the
BSs are assumed to be known, located at x1,x2, · · · ,xN in
a common coordinate system. Likewise, the user is assumed
to be positioned at s0 with a known orientation
2 α. In the
scenario, we also assume L scattering points (and hence L+1
total possible paths between a BS and the mobile user), each
with positions s1, s2, · · · , sL. Both the positions of the user
and the scatterers are unknown. Contrarily to [7] (where range
measurements are also considered), here we assume that each
BS i can measure the AoD and AoA pair of L̂i different paths
3.
We also assume that L is known, there are no false alarms4,
i.e. L̂i ≤ L + 1, and the measurements can be in any order
with respect to the L+ 1 total paths.
Z(i) = [z
(i)
1 , · · · , z
(i)




where l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , L̂i} denotes the measurement index of i-
th BS corresponding to a set of estimates of AoD (θ̂) and
AoA (φ̂). We also assume that we have the measurement
covariance matrix (Σ
(i)
l ) corresponding to the measurements
of AoD and AoA between the i-th BS and the l-th scatterer.
2For simplicity, we consider that the orientation of the user is known.
The absolute heading can be extracted from some orientation estimators, for
instance, inertial measurement unit (IMU) and magnetometer in the mobile
phone [10].
3Note that it is not necessary that a BS has AoD and AoA measurements
corresponding to every path in the system. Hence, we use different notations
for the total number of paths (L) and the total number of paths measured by
the i-th BS (L̂i).
4This consideration excludes the possibility of any measurements not
associated with the user, N BSs and L scatterers. For the problem formulation
including the possibility of false alarm, see [14].






















The measurements for all the N BSs can be grouped together
as Z = [Z(1), · · · ,Z(N)].
The main objective of this paper is to determine the po-
sitions of the user and that of all the scattering points from
angle measurements, and thus the main task is to calculate
the posterior distribution p(sk|Z), where k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L}.
However, since the order of the measurements at each BS is
random, in the process of calculating the posterior distribution,
we also need to solve the data association problem, where we
associate each measurement with the corresponding path.
III. FACTOR GRAPH FORMULATION
A. Data Association Auxiliary Variables
For the purpose of data association, following a similar
approach to [13], we introduce the sets M = ⊗Ni=1{1, · · · , L̂i}
with its cardinality P =
∏N
i=1 L̂i, ak ∈ M and bm ∈
{0, 1, · · · , L}, ∀m ∈ M. Each element of the set M, referred
to in this paper as a measurement vector, is a vector of length
N containing all the possible permutations of measurement
indices; ak indicates which measurement vector corresponds
to the source k. Reciprocally, bm indicates which source
corresponds to a measurement vector. Both a and b can be
mapped one-to-one, meaning that the knowledge of either of
the variables is sufficient to know the other. Mathematically,
this relation is expressed as
ψ(ak, bm) =
{
0 ak = m, bm 6= k or ak 6= m, bm = k,
1 otherwise.
(3)
Contrary to [13], where the data association is performed in
a distributed way at each BS, we assume that the association
in our case is done in a centralized way and hence, unlike in
[13], the association variable a in our work is not scalar.
B. Factor Graph of Joint Distribution
Our objective is to find the marginal probability of sk while
also sorting out the data association problem. We have a
posterior distribution formulation as follows:





where, p(sk) is the prior distribution on the position of the
sources, a and b contain all the association variables ak and
















Fig. 2. Factor graph representation of the posterior distribution in equation
(4). In the graph, we have introduced short form notation fk to represent
p(sk), vk to represent v(ak, s0, sk) and mp, p = 1, · · · , P represents the
p-th element of the set M. The factor and variable nodes are represented




















v(ak, s0, sk). (6c)

















is Gaussian distributed, as per (2):













where ||x||A = x
T
Ax and h(s0, sk) is a nonlinear function
transforming the location of the user s0 in the case of direct
path and both the user s0 and the scatterer sl in the case of
non-direct path to the corresponding AoD and AoA variables.
Note that from equation (6b), one does not have the
dependence on b, as the equation (6a) is conditioned on
the knowledge of both a and b and since a and b are
injective-only, knowing one is enough to recover the other.
The corresponding factor graph of the posterior distribution is
given in Fig. 2.
IV. MESSAGE PASSING VIA BP
A. BP for Marginalization
We find the marginal p(sk|Z) using the BP message passing
algorithm on the factor graph [18], starting from the root
nodes p(sk) to the leaf node
5. BP proceeds by passing
messages between variables and factors defined by µv→f (v)
and µf→v(v), respectively, where v is a variable and f is a
factor. The marginal p(sk|Z) can then be found as
p(sk|Z) ∝ µsk→f (sk)× µf→sk(sk), (8)
for any connected factor f .
5Note that the factor graph in Fig. 2 consists of loops in between the
variables a and b. In such loopy cases, BP can still be used by passing the
messages until the latter converge. Even though such convergence can not
be guaranteed, it has been shown that this kind of method often arrives at a
reasonable estimate [19].
B. Message Passing Schedule
We now show the message passing steps from the root nodes
fk through the nodes back to the leaf node fk. The root node
fk or p(sk) contains the a-priori distribution of the position
of sk. In the following, we consider the indices 1 ≤ k
′ ≤ L
and 0 ≤ k ≤ L.
1© In the first step, we pass the a-priori distributions to the
corresponding position variables.
µfk→sk(sk) = fk(sk). (9)
2© In the second step, we have no message from µvk→s0 yet,
so we initialize µvk→s0 = 1, ∀k. Hence, the messages







µsk′→vk′ (sk′) = fk′(sk′). (10b)
3© Next, we compute the outgoing messages from the factor
node vk to the variable node ak.
µv0→a0(a0) =
∫
v(a0, s0)µs0→v0(s0) ds0 (11a)
µvk′→ak′ (ak′) =
∫∫
v(ak′ , s0, sk′)µsk′→vk′ dsk′ ds0.
(11b)
From equation (6c), we can see that vk is already for-
mulated as the product of distributions over all the BSs.
Hence, in this step, the messages can be passed in a
centralized way, unlike in [13] where the factor graph
is formulated in such a way that the messages need to be
passed through each BS separately.
4© Then, we move the message forward to the data asso-
ciation loop. For notational simplicity, we represent the




(ak) = 1. We can then execute
multiple iterations. The message in the p-th iteration can












































5© After the data association loop, we have the message from





The next step is to calculate the messages µvk→sk(sk)

























p(sk′ |Z) ∝ µfk′→sk′ (sk′)µvk′→sk′ (sk′). (15b)
C. Particle Implementation
As the integrals in the previous section cannot be solved
in closed form, we approximate them using Monte Carlo
integration. Thereby we represent the messages as lists of
weighted particles. We have to consider that the number of
particles are enough to provide an accurate representation of
the probability distributions and the weights are normalized
such that their sum is 1. To compute the products in (15a)–
(15b), we evaluate all messages only in the particles generated
from the priors.
D. Centralized vs Distributed Approach
For benchmark purposes, we compare our proposed method
against a distributed BS based SLAM method equivalent to
that in [13]6. For the distributed method, we introduce the
set Mi = {1, 2, · · · , L̂i}, ∀i for each i-th BS. We define
ak,i , mi ∈ Mi indicating which measurement mi corre-
sponds to the source k at the i-th BS. Similarly, we define
bmi,i , k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , L} defining which source corresponds
to the measurement mi at the i-th BS. Note that contrarily
to ak, bm and m in our proposed centralized methods, in
this distributed method, ak,i, bmi,i and mi are all scalars and
the relation between ai and bi, the vector of data association














0 ak,i = mi, bmi,i 6= k or ak,i 6= mi, bmi,i = k
1 otherwise.
(17)
Hence, following a formulation similar to the posterior
distribution as (4), we can build a factor graph as illustrated
in Fig. 3. We can compute the beliefs and accordingly the
marginal similarly to the the previous section.
6In the literature, it is common to consider such distributed methods
especially for the data association problem [14], [20]
Fig. 3. Factor graph with distributed BP for performance comparison.
For notational convenience, vk,i represents v(ak,i, s0, sk) and ψk1,k2 =
ψ(ak1,i, bk2,i) ∀i.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe the simulation setup and param-
eters and then show the simulation of our proposed method. To
benchmark our result, we then compare with a model inspired
by the distributed BP approach in [13].
A. System parameters and simulation setup
We consider a scenario with N = 3 BSs, L = 2 scatterers
and a user where all the BSs can measure all three paths (i.e.
L̂i = 3, ∀i). We consider the locations of BSs are known with
x1 = [0, 0], x2 = [0, 100], x3 = [100, 100], whereas the user
and the scatters are uniformly distributed within an area of
100 m × 100 m area.
We assume that the measurement covariance matrix is a
diagonal matrix with the variance of estimating AoD σ2θ
equal to the variance of estimating the AoA σ2φ for all the
measurements. Similarly, while simulating the BP algorithm,
we consider Ns0 = Nsk′ = 2500 particles (50 per dimension)
to represent the distributions of the user and the scatterers.
In our simulations, we assume no prior knowledge of the
positions of either the user or the scatterers and hence, we
consider they are uniformly distributed within the deployment
area. Hence, to replicate p(s0) as particles, we can draw Ns0
sample points of s0 from the specified domain and assign the
corresponding probability as weights, in this case a constant
(and accordingly for p(sk′)).
B. Numerical results and discussion
In Figs. 4 and 5, we plot the marginal distributions of the
user and the scatterers with blue and orange scatter points, as
formulated in equations (15a) and (15b) respectively. Since,
as said earlier, we are dealing with particles rather than the
continuous distribution, the size of blue and orange circles
represents the weights associated with the corresponding par-
ticles. We also plot the true positions of the BSs, the scatterers
and the user for comparison. Between the two figures, we can
clearly see that the particle clouds in our proposed method can
separate the two scatterers and the user unlike the distributed




= 1 deg2 with the proposed
method. The diamonds, squares and circle represent the true positions of the
3 BSs, 2 scatterers and the user respectively.




= 1 deg2 with the distributed
method [13]. The diamonds, squares and circle represent the true positions of
the 3 BSs, 2 scatterers and the user respectively.
BP. The reason is that in our method, as we can deduce from
equation (6b), only the particles with non zero probabilities
according to equation (2) with respect to all the BSs are passed
on from the factor v to the variable a in the factor graph.
Hence, in this step, before the data association loop, we do
some sort of initial filtering with respect to all the BS. On the
contrary, in the distributed method, the filtering is done with
respect to only one single BS before the data association loop,
and then further filtering is done later during the collection
while passing the message from vk to sk. Filtering before
the loop reduces the propagation of any error during the data
association loop.
Following this discussion, in Fig. 6, we plot the empirical
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the root mean
squared error (RMSE) between the true and estimated posi-
Fig. 6. CDF plot comparison of the RMSE error between the proposed
centralized and the distributed BP based methods with 1 deg2 variance.
tions of the user and scatterers. We calculate the RMSE by
taking the distance between the true and the mean particle
position. As we can see, the proposed centralized method
performs better than the distributed method especially when
it comes to estimating the position of the scatterer due to the
limited error propagation in the data association phase.
Comparing the communication overhead between the two
approaches, the main difference lies in the fact that in the
distributed method, the message between the variable node
sk and the factor node vk,i involves exchanging clouds of
particles representing the distribution of all the scatterers to
and from all the BSs. The overhead cost of such message
communication is very high. In contrast, in the proposed
centralized method, the only message exchange from the
different BSs include the raw AoD and AoA measurement
pairs to the centralized unit which is much smaller than the
previous.
Regarding the complexity analysis between the two ap-









messages. Hence, the centralized approach has better perfor-
mance and low communication overhead, but at a higher com-
plexity cost. The distributed method exhibits less complexity,
but requires exchange of particle clouds among BSs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a BP based method to solve
the problem of mm-Wave SLAM by using only angular
measurements in a system with multiple BSs and scatterers
and a user node. To reach this objective, we firstly formulated
the corresponding posterior distribution and then the factor
graph including the problem of data association. By running
the message passing algorithm in the graph, numerical results
demonstrated that even without any a-priori distribution on
the positions of the user and the scatterers, one can achieve
relatively high accuracy. In comparison with methods from
the literature where the data association problem is solved
in a distributed manner separately at different BSs, we show
that our centralized data association approach provides a better
estimation accuracy, mostly in terms of scatterers position-
ing. As a future work, we would like to consider a model
including uncertainty in the user orientation and false alarms,
which would provide an even more realistic assessment of the
problem.
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